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No matter it is from individual consumer or from companys, even from 
governments, more and more customers’ needs have turned to one-store 
services and whole solutions instead of single product. In the cruel competition 
caused by product similarity, companies can not differentiate themselves from 
other competitors if they rely on products only. Companies will win in the 
competitions if they can provide the products with additional serevices or 
service-oriented solutions. Customers are attracted by service-oriented designs 
because they are distinct and bring more value and meet customers’ 
requirement. Therefore, it is a world-wide trend that manufactures transform 
to service-provided companies.  
Under the new industrial situation, Dell encounters severe challenges in PC 
market. To extricate itself from relying on hardware excessively and to improve 
company’s profit, Dell has to transform and decides to expand to the higer 
profit market of software and service. 
The article first describes its background to the study and the theories 
related to transfromation management, and then it analyses the background of 
Dell transformation. According to the eigh transformation procedures of John 
Kotter, the article then focuses on the study of the detailed procedures and 
processes of Dell transformation. How did Dell propose its transformation? 
How did the company set up its leadership team? How did Dell design its 
aspiration and strategy? How did the aspiration and strategy be communicated? 
How did the transformation be executed? How did the short-term result create? 
How did the company enhance the result and carry forward the transformation? 
How did the company intergrate new ways into its company’s culture? After 
that the article summarizes the lesson and learn that Dell gained, repositioning 
the company and building brand-new image of Dell brand, providing best-value 
solutions based on customers’ needs, focusing on communication and trainings 
to exchange employees’ conception, setting up completed service system and 
improving service standard. Finally, the article analyses the challenges Dell 















solve the issues. Those are concentating on the market of middle and small 
enterprises for differing Dell from competitors, continuing PC and Tablet 
business and investing on the fields of software and cloud computing and 
focusing on intergration of different enterprise cultures        
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